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Literal | Definition of Literal by Merriam-Webster
Literal definition is - according with the letter of the
scriptures. How to use literal in a sentence.
Literal | Define Literal at iqamijoril.gq
Definition of literal - taking words in their usual or most
basic sense without metaphor or exaggeration, (of a
translation) representing the exact words.

literal | Definition of literal in English by Oxford
Dictionaries
Literal meaning is the most obvious or non-figurative sense of
a word or words; language that is not perceived as
metaphorical or ironic.

The background of literal includes the Latin litter?lis,
meaning "of letters or writing ." This led to the sense of
exactness, suggesting something is "to the letter.

The definition of literal is a translation that strictly
follows the exact words. An example of literal is the belief
that the world was created in exactly six days with the.
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Literal Meaning, objectivetrue Antonyms: Personal pronouns are
used as the subject, object, or complement in a clause.
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Literal Meaning the court represents an about-face from two
years ago.
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